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The impact of globalization on the real estate industry is monumental, but not solely
because of large transactions occurring in large markets. Foreign investment in U.S. real
estate is occurring in commercial and residential sectors, in every state, in markets of all
sizes…and the perennial increase in these activities tells us it’s not just a trend.
The key to finding global business, even in unexpected areas, begins with adopting a global
mindset. We have prepared case studies examining three states—Washington, Georgia,
and Ohio—to help you identify and cultivate global niches.
You don’t have to live in these states to benefit from this research. Much of what you’ll
discover here is paralleled in many other markets. The step-by-step processes discussed
in these case studies will help you learn how to identify global opportunities that can be
applied to any local market. Read on to learn how…

Note: Copies of this report, as well as prior case studies examining
Alabama, Coloradoand Kentucky can be found at
www.realtor.org/global/local-market-assessment-case-studies.

© 2013 by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®
All rights reserved.
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Take a Closer Look

How to find global influences and opportunities
in your local market

The state of Washington has a natural affinity for global business. Its west coast is the closest shore to Asia in the lower
48 states, giving Seattle and Tacoma a day’s shipping advantage over Californian ports to the south. Its northern
boundary borders Canada. Washington’s high tech and manufacturing industries are among the largest exporters in the
U.S. while Eastern Washington is one of the country’s biggest producers of agricultural exports.
Any agent looking for growth opportunities in the real estate market should consider investigating the global side of
the business. The Seattle area attracts international workers to its high-tech sector, trading executives to its ports and,
increasingly, wealthy foreign-born travelers looking for seaside luxury homes with a magnificent Pacific Coast view.
Here’s how to look for them, as well as numerous other niche opportunities across the state.

Step 1.
Know who lives and works in your market
Have you looked at the demographic data for your area?
Understanding trends at the state level is a good place to
start, and the National Association of REALTORS® (NAR)
offers research that can help you do that.
NAR’s State-by-State International Business Reports
(accessed at realtor.org/statereports) cover immigration
trends, foreign-born residents and recent economic and
demographic data related to international business
activity directly associated with each state. You’ll find a
quick snapshot of basic facts (see page 3 sidebar) as well
as in-depth reporting if you want to dig deeper.
U.S. Census data can help you zoom in on counties, cities
and even individual neighborhoods. It’s a great way to
see if any particular immigrant communities are growing
or taking hold. Recent data that tracks changes are best
because neighborhoods can evolve quite rapidly if a

particular ethnicity has found success there. For a look at
the 2010 data for ethnic or foreign-born residents in your
city or county go to quickfacts.census.gov and choose
your locale.
For example, 15 percent of King County’s (which includes
Seattle) population is of Asian descent. For residents over
age five, almost one of four speak a language other than
English at home. On the business side, out of 196,686
firms in the county, 10.9 percent are Asian-owned and
2.8 percent are Hispanic-owned. Immigrants have a
notable presence in King County both residentially
and commercially.
In many urban areas, the municipal and local
Chambers of Commerce have area profiles.
Data is available for the city of Seattle at
seattle.gov/html/business/builders.htm under
Seattle’s Population and Demographics.

(continued on page 2.)
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(continued from page 1.)

Step 2.

Step 4.

Look for international connections in your
everyday relationships

Identify companies with international ties

Do you use a dry cleaning service or a small retail
business run by immigrants? Are any of the people who
provide services for your home, like handymen or cleaning
people, from another country? “It’s a matter of paying
attention to the people who are around you every day,”
says Mike Flynn, CIPS, of Coldwell Banker Bain of
University Place, Washington. “An active practitioner
often has many global prospects hiding in plain sight.”
“Global business doesn’t start with traveling to other
countries to lure business,” says Mark Kitabayashi, CIPS,
Managing Broker of Windemere RE/Puyallup Inc., in
Puyallup, Washington. “It really begins with people you
deal with every day who have different ethnic backgrounds.” A person who speaks English as a second
language may know other people locally who are of the
same ethnicity. They may be the pioneers of their foreign
community; if they do well in the U.S., more family will
make the move. One relationship can blossom into many.

Step 3.
Explore and learn more about
international communities
Western Washington state has been a melting pot of
Europeans, Americans and Asians (Chinese, Japanese
and Russians) for over a century. Many Chinese and
Japanese immigrants arrived during the construction
of the railroads. There are third and fourth generation
Asian-Americans who still have some affinity and
personal contact with their countries of origin.
Networking and showing a genuine interest in learning
more about these cultures can build fruitful relationships
for future business.
There are also towns on the Puget Sound that attracted
Norwegian immigrants in the early 20th century because
of their physical similarities to Norway’s fjords. Fifteen
Sons of Norway lodges, as well as the Norwegian American
Foundation in Seattle, promote Norwegian culture and
strengthening modern ties with Norway. Contact these
groups to cultivate Scandinavian connections.

Western Washington is home to a number of large
companies who conduct trade on an international basis.
They export finished goods; rely on international suppliers
for components; ship raw materials across the Pacific; and
hire foreign-born workers. Where there is trade, there is a
potential need for commercial space, and immigrants and
relocated workers looking for housing.
China is Washington’s largest trading partner. The state
exported $11 billion of goods to China in 2011 and bought
$31 billion of imports. Aerospace products are
Washington’s top export to China, and Boeing, the largest
exporter in the state, predicts that its projects with China
will exceed $600 billion in sales over the next 20 years.
Washington’s other large trade partners are Canada
and Japan.
Washington’s largest companies, Microsoft and Amazon,
also hire hundreds of highly-skilled foreign workers on H1-B
and H2-B visas. Company sponsors are required to cover
workers’ travel costs and assist them in finding housing
upon arrival. Contact personnel in the departments
responsible for this and see how you can assist them.
Eastern Washington is a major exporter of agricultural
products like apples, hay and soybeans, but is also rising
quickly in the wine industry. As Washington wines gain
a following internationally, vineyard properties could
become an entree into the industry for wealthy
foreign buyers.
To find foreign-based companies that are opening
facilities in Washington, get familiar with the
Washington Economic Development Commission,
an organization tasked with driving job creation by
attracting employers to the state. Economic
development organizations often are the initial contact
for foreign companies scouting new locations, and who
may be looking for commercial and industrial properties
as well as homes for relocated managers.

“Global business doesn’t start with traveling to other countries to lure business. It really begins
with people you deal with every day who have different ethnic backgrounds.”
—Mark Kitabayashi, CIPS
Puyallup, Washington
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Don’t forget universities
Colleges and universities are magnets for international
students, particularly the Chinese who generate about
$450 million of revenue for the state annually, according
to the Washington Council on International Trade. In 1998
Washington State University established an academic
partnership with Southwestern University of Finance and
Economics in Sichuan Province to launch an international
business student exchange program.
If your market includes WSU, or another university,
establish a relationship with the housing department
assisting foreign students. Become a valued resource
for information on local neighborhoods, restaurants,
grocery stores, cultural associations and houses of
worship. Wealthy foreign parents of children attending
college in the U.S. often consider a house or condo a
good investment for their children for a number
of reasons. Some believe that removing the student from
college dorms will encourage serious academic study.
After graduation, the property can generate income
through rental, with the potential added benefit of
appreciating in value over the time of ownership.
Student housing isn’t the only opportunity in college
towns. Universities and associated hospitals are
among the largest employers of foreign-born workers.
If one is in your area, add them to your prospecting list.

Washington state has some of the most spectacular
vacation and retirement homes on the Pacific Coast and
prime commercial space in a world-class high-tech
corridor. Market those opportunities to international
buyers on your website.
Pili Meyers, CIPS, of Coldwell Banker Uptown Realty
in Port Angeles, Washington is President’s Liaison to
Malaysia. She believes that Washington isn’t getting its
deserved share of international money flowing into
properties in the American West. “We’ve got to do a
better job of making Asian and other international buyers
aware of the beauty, value and lifestyle they can find in
Washington. Too many of those buyers are going to
California and Arizona.” But that also translates into
countless opportunities for any interested Washington
agent to cultivate untapped global real estate business
in the state.

Z

Step 6.
Look north to Canada
If you are near the Canadian border, connect with agents
on the other side. Real estate in Vancouver is now among
the most expensive in Canada, making properties in the
U.S. a comparable bargain. Younger Canadian
homebuyers who feel priced out of their own market are
finding homes in Washington much more affordable. And
the opportunities extend beyond primary residences;
if you are in the Puget Sound area, look to Canadians as a
market for luxury second homes.

A SNAPSHOT OF INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS IN WASHINGTON

Immigrants Admitted in 2011: 23,789
Citizens Naturalized in 2011: 17,317
Top 5 Immigration Origination Countries:
Mexico, India, Philippines, China, Vietnam
Countries with Highest Foreign
Direct Investment Employment:
Germany, United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, France
Top Exports: civilian aircraft parts, soybeans, wheat
Top Export Partners:
China, Canada, Japan, South Korea, United Arab Emirates
Source: NAR’s State-by-State International Business Reports

Step 7.
Leverage your knowledge and skills
In the global economy, U.S. real estate is still a great
investment opportunity. If you know your market and how
it compares to other international hotspots, reach out
for buyers from around the world. Foreign investors are
looking for appreciation, good yields and a market that
protects individual property rights.
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GEORGIA
Take a Closer Look
How to find global influences and opportunities
in your local market
Among the Southern states, Georgia is an international powerhouse. It ranks as the 12th largest exporting state in
the U.S. and ninth in imports. It has aggressively courted foreign direct investment through opening 10 trade offices
located throughout Europe, the Middle East, Asia and the Americas. The last four years have produced consecutive
milestones in imports and exports.
If your market is in Georgia, you will find international trade taking place in close to 90 percent of the counties
(see map). Where there is international trade, there will likely be foreign-born buyers of both commercial and
residential real estate. Get involved in these opportunities by taking a closer look at what’s happening there.

86% of
Georgia
Counties
Have
Companies
Involved in
International
Trade
Source: Georgia Department of
Economic Development

Step 1.
Identify foreign-owned firms in your area
Across the state, Georgia puts out a welcoming
handshake to international companies. It offers
globally-competitive incentives, strong infrastructure, a world-class airport, inexpensive rural land
for development and a well-educated workforce.
Its strategy has resulted in international businesses
having thousands of locations across the state.
The Georgia Department of Economic Development
(GDEcD) has made it easy for global businesses to
find opportunities there. They’ve also created an
easy way to locate global businesses in your
market area. At georgiafacts.org/international
you’ll find a searchable database of local affiliates
and facilities of foreign-owned firms (see sidebar
on page 5).
A quick search reveals that the countries with the
most locations in Georgia are Germany, Japan,
France, Canada and the United Kingdom.
Japanese firms have 376 locations, sized from
small sales offices to large manufacturing facilities
for cars (Honda and Kia, for example).
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Many foreign-owned firms have purchased American
companies. For example, Brazilian parent company J&F
Participacoes S.A. owns 26 Pilgrim’s Pride facilities in
Georgia that manufacture poultry products (think
hatcheries, poultry by-products, animal feed) and
employ over 5,000 workers.

Step 2.
Establish relationships within the Georgia
Department of Economic Development
The Georgia Department of Economic Development
(GDEcD) is often a foreign-owned firm’s first point of
contact with the state of Georgia. It markets the state
through trade representative offices in countries that are
significant trading partners. In 2011, it conducted trade
missions to South Korea and China, and in 2012 to Turkey.
The GDEcD put together the package that convinced
Kia Motors of Korea to open a plant in West Point,
where there are about 75 Korean employees of the
3,000 workers in the facility.
Tim Hur, CIPS, President, Point Horizon Realty of Atlanta
says that he got his start in global real estate by traveling
with an Atlanta delegation on a trade mission. He is now
the NAR President’s Liaison to South Korea. “Economic
development can be a huge component of local real
estate. Foreign companies moving here are looking for
land to develop, housing for their employees and will also
bring leasing and rental business,” explains Hur. He adds
that the GDEcD screens the companies to verify genuine
interest in locating in the state.

Step 3.
Look for international links in local companies
Even small companies can have global suppliers. “If there
is a manufacturer among your contacts, they’re almost
guaranteed to have Chinese suppliers,” says Hur. He
points out that American companies frequently host their
foreign connections. By offering to help them do so, you
can establish your own contacts abroad and promote
your services.
Don’t forget that Fortune 500 companies employ
hundreds of highly-skilled foreign workers on H1-B
and H2-B visas. In 2012, Atlanta’s top four H1-B visa
employers were Infosys Limited, CapGemini, Emory
University and IBM, hiring over 1,000 foreign-born

workers. To look for H1-B employers in your area, search
MyVisaJobs.com. Company sponsors are required to
assist workers in finding housing, so introduce yourself
to the manager responsible for this and offer
your expertise.

GLOBAL INFLUENCES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Some Japanese firms have several locations that
represent different corporate divisions. For instance,
Hitachi has seven manufacturing locations in different
places making communication technology, data systems,
and (literally) nuts and bolts.

Step 4.
Choose a region and learn about its culture
Since many countries are represented in the Georgia
business community, you will probably have to focus on
one or a few that are culturally similar. Several European
countries have a large foreign direct investment presence,
but a style that works with the French may not apply well
to the Germans. Unless you have extensive travel
experience, you won’t be proficient in all cultures.
“Find a region you’re culturally comfortable with and
learn more about business and social etiquette. It’s more
important to be culturally sensitive than it is to know the
language,” suggests Hur. Make sure you have a reliable
translator so nothing is lost in translation.
If you’re dealing with a country for the first time, network
to find agents who know the ropes. Call on Certified
International Property Specialist designees (see sidebar
page 6), the local board that holds a “sister city”
relationship with that country, or even contact the NAR
President’s Liaison for advice on what to expect.
(To identify these contacts, use the online directories at
realtor.org/global.) Ask for their tips, what to avoid, and
what they think are the most important points you should
know about the culture. For example, they may tell you to
make sure you don’t try to hug Japanese clients.
(continued on page 6.)

FIND GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES
ACROSS GEORGIA

Z

The Georgia Department of Economic Development has created a
searchable database for foreign-owned businesses operating in the
state. Go to georgiafacts.org/international and you’ll find:
• lists of locations by county
• lists of locations by country/headquarters
• lists by industry
• country summaries showing number of locations,
number of affiliate offices and facilities, and number
of workers employed for each location, contact
information, size and industry

Looking for international business has never been easier!
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(continued from page 5.)

Step 5.
Know your market, inventory
and how to get things done
You can never know too much about a property you’re
showing or the area it is in. Foreign customers expect
you to do due diligence so they don’t have to. Sometimes
they’ve already done some research, but are testing your
knowledge. It can take a year or more to gain their trust
and confidence, but it can be destroyed in one sitting by
the wrong response.
Hur points to one agent whose foreign buyer asked for
details on a three-acre residential lot. The agent said he’d
visited the listing and it had a great yard. Turns out that a
large utility line ran across the property above the trees. It
couldn’t be seen from the ground but the client had seen
it when viewing the property on Google Earth. It was a
deal killer.
In Hur’s experience, European and Russian buyers are
often interested in high-end luxury residences for visits
to the U.S., while Asian buyers may be more interested
in income and return. Distressed properties can be
attractive but it’s important to know the numbers, income
projections and how much the investment will yield in
comparison to some other areas they’re considering.
Because a relocated foreign executive may not know
anything about the market or our culture, offer them lots
of help. How can they get a driver’s license or a social
security number? How can they open a bank account?
How do they get their kids into school, and what schools
are in the neighborhood? The more time it takes an
executive and his or her family to get situated, the more
productivity is lost by the employer. Try to help them
keep their downtime to a minimum. They will reward you
tenfold with referrals.
Also be prepared to educate foreign visitors about the
advantages of doing business in Georgia, including
investments in infrastructure, transportation hubs, and

THE CIPS DESIGNATION

noteworthy companies in the state. Knowing how Atlanta
compares to New York and Chicago could go a long way.

Step 6.
Vet your team members
Just as you must have the right knowledge and cultural
training to establish yourself as a trusted advisor to
foreign buyers, you also need to cultivate your own team
of trusted advisors. The legal, financial and immigration
experts you suggest to your clients should have solid track
records in dealing with international buyers, preferably in
the same nationalities that you are working with.
When vetting potential team members, ask if they have
ever worked with the ethnic group you will be referring.
If they have, when did they work with them and are they
still doing so? Ask for and check their references.
“Remember that you are the main conduit,” advises Hur.
“If you don’t have people you can trust, don’t do
international business.”

Step 7
Leverage the CIPS network
A global business practice can’t be created by working
alone. If you feel you don’t know everything you need
to when working on an international transaction, reach
out to other agents who can help. Getting to know other
agents through Certified International Property Specialist
(CIPS) courses will expand your network for assistance.
“Agents with the CIPS designation are the best of the
best, an elite group,” points out Hur. “They will have
first-hand information on how things really work—or they
will know someone who does.”
Georgia is a vibrant participant in the international
business community and continues to expand its
resources to help its home businesses become global
players. Wherever you are in the state, look around and
you will find global connections. It’s an extraordinary
opportunity to ride the wave of Georgia’s international
success.

Z

Certified International Property Specialists are an influential worldwide network of nearly
2,000 real estate practitioners who have earned a global edge through advanced training and demonstrated international experience. To find CIPS designees, go to realtor.org/findcips.
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Take a Closer Look

How to find global influences and opportunities
in your local market

Ohio has been a melting pot for the foreign-born for centuries. Immigrant workers played a key role in initially
establishing Ohio as one of the manufacturing capitals of the Midwest—and still do. Upon arriving in the U.S., they
establish new homes in various ethnic neighborhoods of the great Ohio cities. Waves of immigration, including some
from surprising places, have washed upon these cities, ever changing the face of Ohio.
What has changed over the centuries is the expanded role that immigrants play in Ohio society. International
corporations now own some of the largest manufacturing facilities in the state and are among Ohio’s largest
employers. Immigrants still come to Ohio for opportunities, though often to work in the technology, health care
and education sectors.
Pockets of global opportunity can be found across Ohio. Follow these steps to begin finding them.

Step 1.
Explore your market’s demographic profile
Begin by investigating who lives in your market, starting
with key top-level demographics and drilling down
to the neighborhood level. NAR’s State-by-State
International Business Report on Ohio (accessible at
realtor.org/statereports) includes immigration trends,
foreign-born residents and recent economic and
demographic data related to international business
activity on a state-wide level.
To take a closer look, examine the 2010 U.S. national
census data at quickfacts.census.gov which
summarizes the ethnic characteristics of your
marketplace on a county, city and even neighborhood
basis. For example, in the city of Columbus you’ll see
that Asians represented 4 percent of the population as

opposed to 1.8 percent across the state of Ohio. Over 10
percent of the population in Columbus is foreign born,
compared to just under 4 percent for the rest of the state.

Step 2.
Dig deeper to find ethnic enclaves
There are a surprising number of concentrated
neighborhoods of immigrants across the cities of Ohio.
For example, Columbus is home to the second largest
community of Somali refugees in the country, just behind
the Minneapolis/St. Paul area. According to the Somali
Community Association of Ohio over 35,000 Somali
refugees and immigrants live in Columbus. A few
immigrated to Virginia decades ago, but later moved to
Columbus where housing was less costly and warehouse
and factory jobs were plentiful. Word traveled through
families and friends and more came to the city.
(continued on page 8.)
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(continued from page 7.)

Dayton, in particular, has rolled out the welcome mat to
immigrants and refugees via its a “Welcome Dayton”
program. Their hope is to attract and assimilate people
who bring new ideas, perspectives and talent to the
workforce—and help rebuild a city whose manufacturing
sector was pounded by the recession.
Dayton is home to communities of Hispanics, Iraqi
refugees, Vietnamese and other Asians, Africans and
Turks, to name a few. If your market includes Dayton,
go to welcomedayton.org to learn about their unique
program. In the Resources section you’ll find information
on Community Partner services and support, and
immigrant community associations like the Asian
American Council of Dayton. You’ll even find maps
showing exactly where to find specific ethnic communities.
Opportunities to cultivate niches within ethnic immigrant
communities extend well beyond the largest, most
obvious groups. Case in point: Five years ago Beryl Wilson
of Irongate REALTORS® in Englewood, Ohio, helped her
first Ahiska Turkish buyer find a home in the Dayton area.
As political refugees, the family was rebuilding their life
‘from scratch.’ Wilson helped them find a property they
could afford, and a steady stream of referral business from
other Ahiska Turkish immigrants has followed ever since.

Z

“For the most part, these clients are looking for
inexpensive homes, including distressed sales,” says
Wilson. “It’s not a lucrative niche, but the business is
steady and I’ve genuinely enjoyed working with them.
Plus, they are very committed to fixing up the properties
they buy and improving the neighborhood.” Turkey,
incidentally, doesn’t even appear on the list of
immigration by country of origin in NAR’s report on
international business in Ohio—their numbers are too
small. And yet Wilson has cultivated this niche as one
important component of her business.

ARE THERE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
IN YOUR AREA?

Ohio universities with the highest international enrollment:
Ohio State University, Columbus......................................................... 6,142
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati.................................................... 2,643
Kent State University, Kent................................................................... 1,982
University of Toledo, Toledo................................................................. 1,762
Ohio University, Athens..........................................................................1,737
Source: Open Doors 2012, Institute of International Education
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Step 3.
Explore global opportunities via Ohio’s universities
Public and private universities are magnets for
international students. In 2010 there were close to
25,000 international students in Ohio’s institutions
of higher learning. Chinese students were the largest
group at over 8,000 enrollees, followed by Indians at
around 4,000.
Like many universities in the U.S., schools in Ohio market
themselves to compete for foreign students and the
benefits they bring to the local economy. According to the
New York-based Institute of International Education,
foreign students injected $662 million into Ohio’s
economy in 2010. At Kent State for instance, the 2,000
international students enrolled there have a significant
economic impact in a city with only 28,000 residents.
Unlike most American students who live in dorms or rent
nearby apartments, wealthy foreign students may have
parents who prefer to purchase property for their child’s
use for the length of their studies. After graduation, the
property produces income through student rentals.
Get in touch with the university department in charge of
assisting international students to scope out this niche.
(See sidebar for Ohio universities with large international
student enrollment.)

Step 4.
Look beyond students at universities
Universities are hives of international activities beyond
their students. For instance, Ohio State University (OSU)
has a program called “Global Gateways” under which it
develops joint ventures with entities worldwide. A new
research partnership between OSU and the Brazilian state
of São Paulo will build on existing collaborations and
create a $1.4 million funding source to support research
and innovation. It will include conferences to introduce
Ohio State and São Paulo researchers and short-term
exchanges of faculty, students and postdoctoral
researchers, many of whom will be seeking housing.
Universities also hire many highly-skilled foreign
professionals under H1-B visas. OSU, Case Western
Reserve, University of Toledo and University of Cincinnati
were the biggest university employers of foreign workers
in 2012, together applying for about 700 H1-B worker
visas. MyVisaJobs.com is a visa job information portal
and online immigration community that can be used
to search for schools in your area that are hiring
foreign workers.
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Step 7.

Find other employers of foreign workers

Leverage your skills

The foreign-born have become an important component
of the American workforce, especially for the technology
and health care sectors. Ohio is active in these sectors
and employs software engineers, systems analysts,
researchers, doctors and other specialists from overseas.
According to MyVisaJobs.com, Ohio employers applied
for over 10,000 H1-B visas in 2012, making Ohio the
thirteenth largest state for highly-skilled foreign-born
workers.

Ultimately, international buyers come to you for your
market expertise. Knowledge of your market and its
inventory, pricing and trends is what will help you succeed
with them. Once you do, you can count on referrals that
over time will expand your international exposure. Then
leverage your new skills across other international niches
in your market.

Technology companies are at the top of the list of Ohioan
H1-B employers. Infosys Limited, Wipro, Tata Consultancy
Services and IBM applied for roughly 1,500 visas in 2012.
The world-renowned Cleveland Clinic and the Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital Medical Center are other great
sources for highly-skilled foreign employees. If your
market is in any major urban center, look for H1-B
employers. As part of the visa program, employers must
help their new hires find housing. Introduce yourself to
the department tasked with this.

Step 6.
Look for global companies with local facilities
Companies from 43 countries have invested in locations
in Ohio that generate over 181,000 jobs. Six countries
make up about 75 percent of these jobs and include
Japan, the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, France
and Switzerland.
For example, Honda Motors is the third largest
manufacturer in a traditionally manufacturing-driven
state. Its Marysville plant was the first foreign-owned
car plant in the U.S., opening in 1982 and recently
celebrating the production of its millionth vehicle.
In 2013 Honda will be moving its U.S. headquarters
from California to Marysville.
Honda is just one of many foreign-owned companies in
Ohio that could generate real estate opportunities via
relocating international executives. The Ohio Department
of Development’s 2012 publication International
Corporate Investments in Ohio Operations can help you
locate global firms with facilities in your market area. The
report contains maps that show international presence
and employment by county (see sample, right), and lists
locations alphabetically and by county. You can find this
great resource at jobs-ohio.com/images/ohiointernational-corporate-investment.pdf.

Unique global opportunities in both commercial and
residential real estate exist across Ohio. Distinct
ethnic communities are growing and evolving in many
city neighborhoods. New highly-skilled immigrants are
helping change Ohio’s manufacturing-based old economy
into one that incorporates the newest technology. Take
part in this transformation by participating in Ohio’s
expanding presence to international buyers.

GLOBAL INFLUENCES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Step 5.

Z

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKING IN NORTHEAST OHIO
The International Business Network (neoibn.org) provides:
• workshops, symposiums and lunches that feature speakers on international
business and trade
• advice on hosting incoming trade missions
• a ‘Been There, Done That’ program for mentoring businesses with international
growth aspirations

International
Corporate
Presence in
Ohio
Employment
by County

Prepared by: Ohio Department of Development Policy Research and Strategic Planning (July 2012)
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Your Listings
Are Global…
		Are You?
Did you know that listings from realtor.com® are translated
to 11 languages, and feature currency and measurement unit
conversion? The realtor.com® International website offers
monumental global exposure at no additional cost!

realtor.com/international
Around 1 million unique international visitors are searching your
listings on realtor.com® International each month. Are you ready
to serve them? NAR’s Certified International Property Specialist
(CIPS) designation can help.
Visit realtor.org/cipscourses to learn more.

Join a Global Business Council
Are you interested in networking with other globally-minded
REALTORS® in your community? Check to see if there is a global
or international business council/committee at your state and/or
local board. These councils/committees are dedicated to globally
themed education, programming, and networking. There are over
100 global business councils/committees nationwide.

Interested in starting a global business council?
E-mail: globalcouncils@realtors.org
For more information, including a directory of existing
councils/committees, visit:
realtor.org/global/global-business-councils.
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